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Abstract

E-tandems, or virtual synchronous exchanges, offer opportunities for language learners to practice their skills with native speakers. While they are regularly conducted informally, some institutions are exploring their academic use. This paper reports on the experience of eight students who were learning English at a public university in Mexico. They connected via Skype with a group of peers who were taking a Spanish course in the United Kingdom. Data sources included field notes taken during the e-tandem session, a follow-up survey and a focus group. Participants reported feeling motivated and excited about meeting students from another country. They practiced their oral language skills and received feedback directly from native speakers. Their learning included nonverbal communication, such as hand gestures. Participants discovered cultural differences but also common ground with their peers. The e-tandem experience was an effective strategy for foreign language learning.
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Introduction

English is one of the most widely spoken languages, with 1.5 billion speakers. It is also the most commonly studied foreign language in the world, with approximately one billion students (Lyons, 2017; Secretaria de Educacion Publica [SEP], 2015). Communicating in English is an important skill for personal development and employability. Even more, English represents a means for international collaboration, and its usage correlates with innovation and technology adoption (Education First, 2019; Eurostat, 2019). In regions such as Latin America interest in learning this language has grown, as evidenced by the emergence of national policies and related educational programs. However, English proficiency is still very low (Cronquist & Fiszbein, 2017).

Different initiatives have arisen to address this challenge. Digital resources, such as podcasts, videos and blogs, have been paired up with regular face-to-face teaching strategies (e.g., Rojas, 2013). The use of mobile devices has been studied as a flexible, timely, personalized, active and social learning strategy (Kukulska-Hulme & Viberg, 2018). Online language-learning programs have offered ways of engaging students and improving their performance (e.g., Gyamfi & Sukseemuang, 2017).

This paper reports on the implementation of an academic e-tandem, focusing on the experience of eight Mexican university students who were learning English. This strategy is relatively common in some countries, as evidenced by international projects such as SEAGULL (Smart Educational Autonomy through Guided Language Learning) in Europe. However, this type of experience is out of reach for most language learners in Mexico. English teachers are usually non-native speakers who focus their lessons on grammar skills. There is limited access to English outside the classroom (Borjjan, 2015). Strategies to practice language skills are usually based on interactions with other Mexican coursemates or teachers. Only a few students are able to travel to English-speaking countries. While learners generally recognise the value
of technologies, some also report not fully understanding how to incorporate them into their language learning process (Carranza Alcántar, Islas Torres & Gómez Maciel, 2018).

**E-tandems for Language Learning**

E-tandems, or virtual synchronous exchanges, offer opportunities for language learners to practice their skills. They can take place via online video conferencing tools, such as Skype or Zoom, and can sometimes extend to social networks (Griggio, 2018). During the e-tandem sessions, each participant is a native speaker of the language that the other person wants to learn. They take turns supporting each other, making the cooperation reciprocal (Escribano Ortega & González Casares, 2014; Pomino & Gil-Salom, 2016; Tian & Wang, 2010). E-tandems are regularly conducted informally, with participants deciding their own learning aims or not having any specific ones. In formal education contexts, a language teacher guides the process (Karjalainen, Pörn, Rusk & Bjorkskog, 2013; Litzler, Huguet-Jérez & Bakieva, 2018).

During academic e-tandems, teachers usually define the objectives, based on the curriculum, and require an evaluation. They plan the activity with a focus on students’ learning. They take the role of guides and facilitators. They generate a space where students can collaborate with others in authentic situations, and encourage them to engage in a reciprocal collaboration. They offer support, or scaffolding, throughout the experience (Karjalainen et al., 2013; Pörn & Hansell, 2020).

Synchronous online interactions enable students to improve their communicative competence. E-tandems can complement traditional courses (Litzler et al., 2018). Participants benefit from one-on-one feedback and practice their language skills. They can learn the accurate way to pronounce and use vocabulary (Wu & Maret, 2008). They can also develop different social skills such as active listening (Griggio, 2018; Pomino & Gil-Salom, 2016; Resnik & Schallmoser, 2019; Wang-Szilas, Berger & Zhang, 2013).

Moreover, students participating in e-tandems can enrich their cultural knowledge, understand diversity and increase their intercultural awareness (Griggio, 2018; Pomino & Gil-Salom, 2016; Wang-Szilas et al., 2013). They gain first-hand insight into the target culture by having authentic conversations with native speakers (Escribano & Gonzales, 2014; Resnik & Schallmoser, 2019). They particularly appreciate this exposure to a different culture (Wu & Marek, 2008).

Finally, perhaps the most valuable outcome of e-tandems is that they encourage students to keep on learning. Practicing the target language with native speakers increases motivation and confidence. It makes them engaged participants of their own active learning (Wu & Marek, 2008). They might even feel comfortable exchanging not only academic information but also personal data (e.g., Pomino & Hill-Salom, 2016). They report mostly feeling satisfied with this type of experience and find it an enjoyable encounter (Arnold & Fonseca-Mora, 2015; Litzler et al., 2018).

Recommendations to further the study of e-tandems have emerged in the literature. They encompass difficulties encountered by students with limited experience with the target language (Litzler et al., 2018), strategic ways to foster autonomy for future language learning, and methods to evaluate the oral production that happens during e-tandems (Wang-Szilas et al., 2013). This paper reports on the implementation of an e-tandem for language learning at the Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León (UANL), a public university in the north of Mexico. This was a new experience for the participating faculty, the Faculty of Philosophy and Arts. Spanish learners from the University of Essex (UK) and their teachers were also part of the session. In order to obtain some contextualised general information, this study takes a broad approach and assesses the effectiveness of e-tandems as a strategy for learning English as a foreign language in a Mexican higher education setting.
Methodology

Participants

Fifteen people participated in a group e-tandem session: eight students and their teacher in Mexico, and four students and two teachers in the UK. All students were taking a level B1 language course (see Council of Europe, 2018). This paper focuses on the experience of the eight undergraduate students who were enrolled in a semester-long English course at UANL. Their ages ranged between 17 and 23 years. All of them considered that their skill to communicate online in their own language was very good or excellent. Two of them had participated in e-tandems in the past. For the rest, this was their first experience. Students in the UK were invited to answer a follow-up survey as well. However, none of them agreed to participate in the evaluation of the e-tandem.

Instruments

Three sources provided data:

1. **Field notes (FN).** These covered three main areas, technology, participants’ behaviors (e.g., tone of discourse and interactions) and general observations.
2. **Surveys (S).** Using Google Forms, the authors created online surveys. These began with informed consent. Nine items with a five-point Likert scale assessed Skype as a communication tool and the e-tandem experience. Three open questions enabled participants to share more detailed information:
   a. What was the most valuable thing you learned from this tandem experience?
   b. Describe your recent tandem experience using three words.
   c. How can we improve this academic language tandem activity?
   A space for optional comments was available at the end.
3. **Focus group (FG).** The authors developed a semi-structured guide to address four areas: previous e-tandem experiences, reactions to the group e-tandem session, technology usage and lessons learned. A predetermined set of open questions was established for each topic. The moderator of the focus group was free to follow up on any interesting answers.

Procedure

Participants were invited to join an e-tandem, in which they would connect with a group of peers in the UK via Skype. For them, this was an optional activity that required them to attend university earlier than usual (at 8:00 am instead of at 12:00 pm) in order to make up for the six-hour time difference between Mexico and the UK. One of the researchers, who was also their teacher, explained the objective of the study, answered their concerns and helped them prepare questions relevant to the topics they were learning in class. A day before the session, the teachers in both countries tested the Internet connection, audio and video in the rooms where the e-tandem would take place.

The e-tandem session lasted half an hour. Three participants took field notes throughout. The exchange was first in English (15 minutes) and then in Spanish (15 minutes). The teachers made the initial introductions, described the logistics of the activity, offered scaffolding throughout the session and guided a wrap-up at the end. Students engaged in conversation with their peers. Afterwards they answered the online survey. Three months later, after the holiday season, they participated in a one-hour focus group, which was video recorded with their authorization. Their comments were transcribed. Figure 1 summarizes the steps followed.
Frequencies were obtained for the corresponding survey items. All qualitative data were analyzed inductively to identify patterns and salient themes. To maintain students’ anonymity, generic identification codes were created based on the initials of the data source and a number corresponding to each participant (for example: FN1, S2, FG3). To exemplify findings, sample phrases were translated from Spanish to English, focusing on substance over form. A word-by-word translation was only used when doing so would convey the same or nearly the same meaning as the original message.

Results & Discussion

As in previous studies (Arnold & Fonseca-Mora, 2015; Litzler et al., 2018), the e-tandem was generally successful and a valuable complement to the face-to-face course. Participants found the experience fun, interesting and motivating. They all agreed that interacting with native English speakers encouraged them to look for other interaction opportunities and to keep on learning the language. One of them summarised it as follows:

“We are here [in Mexico]. We study English, and we think that we know enough. [...] But talking to native speakers and realizing that they are actually understanding what we are saying... That makes you think: I am on the right track. It is motivating [...]. I think this was a great way to learn the language.” [FG8].

Participants considered the e-tandem a useful way of improving their oral communication competence, as in other reports (Grigio, 2018; Pomino & Gil-Salom, 2016; Resnik & Schallmoser, 2019). They appreciated obtaining feedback from native speakers: “…Someone who knows the language very well can correct you and teach you new things” [FG5]. They considered the end of
the course the best time to have an e-tandem, as it would enable them to “practice what they had learned” [FN2]. All but one student wanted more time to interact with their peers. Opinions were varied when asked if interacting individually (as opposed to in a group session) would have been a better option; five agreed or strongly agreed, two were undecided and one disagreed. One of the downsides of having a group session was that participants did not have the opportunity to engage equally; “some students spoke longer than others” [FN1].

All but one participant agreed or strongly agreed that Skype was an effective tool for conducting an academic e-tandem (Griggio, 2018). However, “the internet connection in England was not stable; communication was occasionally interrupted and incomprehensible for seconds” [FN3]. Fixing this issue was a recurrent recommendation from participants. Half of them reported finding it difficult to communicate with their English peers. Two students thought they did not have the previous knowledge required to interact in the e-tandem. This highlights the need to offer, both technical and pedagogical, support. It also matches previous reports of students lacking the required digital literacy (e.g., Carranza Alcántar et al., 2018).

In line with the idea that e-tandems foster an enhanced understanding of diversity (Griggio, 2018; Pomino & Gil-Salom, 2016; Wang-Szilas et al., 2013), participants expressed that one of the most valuable things they obtained from the e-tandem experience was an increased cultural awareness. They discovered that native English speakers could have different accents. They heard about their peers’ lives at university. Their learning extended beyond oral language skills to include nonverbal communication, such as the meaning of specific hand gestures. For example, during the session there were some technical glitches. Students in the UK asked if they were being heard. In Mexico, participants replied by moving their index fingers up and down, a gesture that means “yes” in their culture. They were surprised when they found out that this was not an international sign! This emphasises the value of the e-tandem as an opportunity to move beyond textbook learning.

Participants engaged in an authentic conversation (Escribano & Gonzales, 2014; Resnik & Schallmoser, 2019). One of them expressed it as follows:

“I liked that we started having a normal conversation. [...] I appreciated seeing how [students in the UK] reacted to our pronunciation, our questions, our answers… It was very natural. It felt like a chat between friends, even if we didn’t know each other” [P4].

Moreover, students found not only cultural differences but also common ground with their peers in England. Several comments exemplified this:

- “Talking to a first world citizen was kind of overwhelming… However, the students from the UK proved to be just normal people with normal lives.” [S3].
- “Everyone learning a new language struggles!” [S6].
- “I found it interesting that they [students in the UK] like listening to reggaeton and Latin music. Also, they watch series based on Mexico […]. I really had no idea that they would hear about this [the same music and TV shows] over there!” [FG3].

Students discovered differences but at the same time realized that they were not so different after all. The teachers were present during the whole experience, taking the roles of coordinators, facilitators and guides (Pörn & Hansell, 2020). They thus played a key role in the implementation of the e-tandem (see Figure 1). This enabled participants to interact with unknown peers from another country in a safe environment. It also addressed concerns reported by students who had previously participated in informal virtual exchanges with native English speakers: “When I interact with others online I don’t really know if the other person has bad intentions” [FG4].
Even though these findings are encouraging, they should be viewed with caution, as they focus on a small group of Mexican students. While learners in the UK agreed to participate in the e-tandem, they did not answer the follow-up survey. Thus, their voices have been left out of this report. Future research could identify ways to encourage responses, and consider the perspectives of both groups of learners. Additionally, in this study the e-tandem was an optional complement to the traditional, face-to-face English course. Participants had to arrive at university four hours earlier than usual. They received no payment or extra credits for this. It is likely that those who volunteered were highly motivated individuals. Their responses might be biased and reflect their general enthusiasm for learning and not for the e-tandem. It is unclear whether less engaged students would find e-tandems as valuable.

Conclusions

The e-tandem session was effective as a strategy to learn English as a foreign language in an academic setting. Despite some minor technical difficulties, Skype served as a useful videoconferencing technology and enabled online interactions between students from Mexico and the UK. The experience offered several advantages, such as connecting native speakers, developing oral communication skills and enhancing cultural knowledge. Learners reported feeling an increased motivation to practice the target language. For the participating institution, this initiative represents the beginning of a new strategy to foster language learning, while creating an international community.

Academic e-tandems are particularly relevant in current times, now that many language courses have transitioned to online delivery due to the coronavirus pandemic. They offer a useful strategy for educators looking for ways to help their students develop communicative competence. They foster collaboration, cultural awareness and authentic learning. They motivate learners to engage and to have an international experience. While this study focused on English as a foreign language, it is likely that the lessons learned from this experience are applicable to teachers and students of other languages.

Lingering questions remain. Educators interested in using e-tandems should seek partners who share a common curriculum, so participants can practice exactly what they are reviewing in class. This is a challenge, as the academic calendar and the course syllabus from different institutions do not necessarily match. Extending professional networks worldwide could facilitate this type of collaboration and lead to future research. Studies with larger samples, in different settings, and perhaps a focus on individual sessions, can offer a more comprehensive insight into academic e-tandems. We also invite other researchers to consider additional variables, such as learning self-regulation and self-efficacy, as well as the perspective of foreign language teachers.
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